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RÉSUMÉ

WIMS, d'abord réalisé par l'Autorité de l'Énergie Atomique du
Royaume-Uni (Vinfrith), est un programme de calcul très utilisé pour analy-
ser les cellules de réseaux de coeurs en physique des réacteurs. WIMS-AECL
(Atomic Energy of Canada Limited) est mis au point à partir d'une version
du programme de calcul reçue de Winfrith au début des années 1970 et est
généralement utilisé au sein d'EACL. Le système de la version originale de
VIMS pouvait très bien analyser les éléments de réacteurs rencontrés norma-
lement à EACL à l'époque, tels que les réseaux de coeurs de réacteurs
CANDU, mais était limité quant à l'analyse de formes géométriques (configu-
rations) plus générales telles que les blocs réacteurs carrés à eau ordi-
naire. Dans la présente communication, on examine la mise au point et les
essais des modifications apportées au module de calcul bidimensionnel de
probabilité de collision (choc) de WIMS-AECL pour permettre une analyse
plus rigoureuse des formes géométriques de réseaux d'après des cellules
carrées ou hexagonales.
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ABSTRACT

WIMS, originally developed by the UKAEA (Winfrith), is a widely
used computer code for reactor physics analysis of lattice cells.
WIMS-AECL (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited) has been developed from a
version of the code received from Winfrith in the early 1970s and is
generally used within AECL. The facilities existing in the original
version of WIMS were very capable for the analysis of reactor designs
normally encountered within AECL at that time, such as CANDU (CAHada
Deuterium Uranium) fuel lattices, but had limitations in the analysis of
more general reactor geometries, such as square light-water reactor
assemblies. This paper discusses the development and testing of
modifications to the two-dimensional collision-probability calculation
module in WIMS-AECL to enable more rigorous analysis of lattice geometries
based on square or hexagonal cells.
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1. INTRODUCTION

U1HS is an internationally used computer code for the reactor
piiy.<jic:, analysis of lattice cells, originally developed by the UKAEA
(V/iniiith) (1). UIMS-AECL has been developed by the Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited Research Company (AECL-RC) [2,3J from a version of the code
received from Uinfrith in the early 1970s. UIMS-AECL is currently the
primary Lattice-cell code used for research and development of reactors
within AECL-RC. The main features of the code are its ability to
consistently analyse a range of lattice geometries, its generalized
multigroup scheme using processed nuclear data libraries, its fundamental
treatment of lattice physics with a limited number of assumptions, and its
ability to carry out burnup calculations.

The facilities existing in the original version of WIMS were very
capable in the analysis of reactor designs normally encountered within AECL
at that time, but had limitations in the analysis of more general reactor
geometries, such as square light-water reactor (LWR) assemblies. This
report describes the development and testing of the modifications to the
two-dimensional collision-probability calculation module in WIMS-AECL to
enable more rigorous analysis of lattice geometries based on square or
hexagonal cells.

2. GEOMETRIC MODELLING CAPABILITIES IN WIMS

2.1 SIMPLIFIED DESCRIPTION OF CELL DEFINITIONS IN
WIMS-AECL

This report is not intended as a user's manual for the two-
dimensional collision-probability calculation in WIMS-AECL, but, for the
sake of the discussion that follows, it is useful to define the basic cell
descriptions used in the case input. Cell geometries in WIMS-AECL are
defined by two basic constructs: (1) annul! or polygons centred on the cell
origin, and (2) arrays of rods.

An annulus in WIMS-AECL is a geometric element centred on the cell
origin that may be subdivided azimuthally. It the element is specified
using an "ANNULUS" card, it will have a circular outer boundary. If the
element is specified using a "POLYGON" card, it will have a square outer
boundary if four sides are specified or a hexagonal outer boundary if six
sides are specified. The rod geometric subdivisions are overlayed on the
annular geometric subdivisions, as shown in the examples in Figures 1, 2
and 3.

A "rod" in WIMS-AECL is a cylindrical geometric element that is
subdivided radially into one or more "RODSUBS", each of which may be
subdivided azimuthally about the centre of the rod. A typical application
of this element is to represent a fuel rod and its associated cladding,
but, insofar as the two-dimensional collision-probability calculation is
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concerned, any materials may be used in rods. Rods are placed within the
i *? 11 using "ARRAY" cards. Each array defines the position of one or more
iilt.-ntii.il rods, that is, having a single rod definition. Although
• I i I t<-i t-ni idds in one "ARRAY" will be treated as distinct geometric
cniiiu-:,, corresponding subdivisions of all rods in one "ARRAY" are
consi.ieied to be symmetric and have identical neutron-flux values, and are
therefore represented by only a single mesh point in the transport
.solut ion.

Cell symmetry may be used to reduce the cost of collision-
probability integrations,and/or change symmetries within rods in cases with
symmetries in the geometry. The two symmetry types available in WIMS-AECL
aie rotational and reflectional. N-fold rotational symmetry implies that
the cell is made up of n identical azimuthal sub-cells. N-fold
i etleetional symmetry implies that the cell is made up of n azimuthally
similar sub-cells with reflectional symmetry across the symmetry sector
angles.

FIGURE 1: Typical Model Showing Geometric Capabilities
in Original Version of WIMS at AECL



2.2 DEVELOPMENT OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL CAPABILITIES
IN WIMS

The geometric modelling in the original version of WIMS was
designed tor the treatment of (a) pin-cell geometry for analysis of
c:yJindi i < • a J fuel elements surrounded by cylindrical cladding and moderator,
(h) slab geometry for analysis of plate-type fuel and (c) cluster geometry
for analysis of CANDU* and gas-cooled reactors. These lattice-cell types
were treated in one or two dimensions: one dimension for pin-cell, slab and
homogenized cluster lattices, or two dimensions for detailed cluster
analyses. A typical two-dimensional cell with geometric elements that
couJd be analysed with the original version of UIMS is shown in Figure 1.

It was recognized that the geometric capabilities in WIMS-AECL
could limit its accuracy and ability to model some types of lattices that
would not have full azimuthal symmetry, since annuli could not be
azimuthally subdivided into sectors. This capability was available in
later versions of UIMS developed in the U.K. [4]. Azimuthal subdivision of
annuli was implemented in the AECL version of WIMS, independently from the
developments in the U.K. [2J. A typical two-dimensional cell with
geometric elements that would require azimuthal subdivisions and could be
analysed with this version of WIMS-AECL is shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2: Typical Model Showing Sectored Annuli Capabilities
in Extended Version of WIMS at AECL

*CANada Qeuterium Uranium Registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office.



Some of the teactoi designs under current and recent analysis
\'iihiu AKi'l. could not be modelled in UIMS-AECL without some significant
>;IM,IIU- t i i. appioximations: the SDR and SES-10 reactors [5] are based on
M|iuit- I.Uk-type assemblies, and the Nuclear Battery [6| was based on a
ln.-::.if;wii.< I l.utice containing a mixture of fuel rods, burnable poison tods
,iini he.it pipes. A number of options were available to improve the analysis
i .ip.il>. I i i ies foi these geomeii ic arrangements:

(a) extension of the geometric capabilities in the two-dimensional
collision-probability calculation of WIMS-AECL to allow explicit
iepiesentation of Ihe required geometries;

(\i) introduction of approximate methods for the treatment of squaie
LWR assemblies, based on transport theory within each pin-eelJ,
and coupling pin-cells based on low-order transport 01 diffusion
theory approximations within WIMS-AECL; and

(c) solution in an external calculation using cross sections of
lattice components calculated by WIMS-AECL.

The third option would be quite feasible, but has the disadvantage
. f pei forming the assembly calculations outside the lattice-cell code, so
11 i.i t other calculations, such as changes in lattice composition and btumip,
.lie dillicult to accomplish without repeating the UIMS-AECL calculations.

The second option would be practical and is, in fact, an appioach
ihat has been taken in some LWR analysis codes [7,8]. However, it would
not improve the analysis capability for lattices other than squaie LWR
,i:,.'.einb 1 ies. The disadvantage of the first option is that it is relatively
coniputet- intensive in terms of execution time and memory requirements;
hiiweviii , with current computer cost, speed and virtual memory, these
i equi i einen ts are not prohibitive.

The extension to the geometric capabilities of the two-dimensional
, .I I Iision-probabiIity module in WIMS-AECL was undertaken. A typical ivo-
<i imensional cell that can be analysed with the current version of WIMS-AECL
is shown in Figure 3. This type of geometric capability is not available
in the UKAEA version of the UIMS two-dimensional collision-probability
calculation [9], although a two-dimensional transport solution using a
C)MI acteristics method [10] has been developed in that version of UIMS.

3. MAIN TRANSPORT SOLUTION BY COLLISION-PROBABILITY
METHODS IN WIMS-AECL

in this report, the discussions of the collision-probability
method of solution concentrate on its application in the Main Transpoit
Routine (MTR) of WIMS-AECL. In the context of a typical WIMS-AECL
calculation, this is the point at which the multigroup neutron-flux
distribution is calculated in the detailed cell geometry, following the
t einpet a t ui e interpolations of cross-section data, resonance tieainienl.
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FIGURE 3: Typical Model Shoving Square Lattice Capabilities
in Current Version of WIMS-AECL

calculation of approximate neutron spectrum in approximate cell geometry,
and condensation of cross sections from the library group structure to the
group structure used in the MTR. The MTR collision-probability solution
discussed in this report focuses on those features that are relevant to the
two-dimensional collision-probability solution of complete lattice cells.
Alternative collision-probability methods are available in WIMS-AECL for
solutions with two-dimensional collision probabilities in the central
portion of a cell coupled to one-dimensional annular collision
probabilities in the outer portion of a cell, and solution in one-
dimensional annular or slab geometry.

The section of WIMS-AECL performing the two-dimensional collision-
probability calculation is called the "Pij" calculation. The Pij solution
in UTMS-AECL is divided into four sequential calculations:

1. The case geometry is pre-processed to calculate information
required during the tracking calculation.

2. The tracking calculation is carried out. Lines are numerically
constructed through the cell geometry, and track lengths within
each traversed mesh are calculated.

3. The collision probabilities are integrated and region-to-region,
region-to-surface and surface-to-su face collision probabilities
are calculated using the tracking information.
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4. The collision-probability equation is solved to calculate the cell
111!(i (i (in-1 lux dis t rifou t ion.

Tli-: sequence of calculations used in the collision-pt obalii ] i 1 y
i i <.-,\ i IIU-II i ft I lows extensions and changes to be made to the geometric
i .ipdlii 1 i i ies with minimal impact on the third and fouith components of (he
I'ij IT. Iciilat ions (which tend to dominate the execution time and cost oi
typical cases). This situation occurs because, after the tracking
< ,t Iculaiion, (he cell geometric subdivisions have been reduced to geometiy
independent sequences of track lengths and mesh numbers. The developments
discussed in this report concentrate on the first r^o components or the Pij
r.i I dilation. However, since the methods used in WIMS-AECL. in the thiic) and
Niiiiih components are different from those used in other versions of I/IMS,
they are described briefly.

'• • 1 GEOMETRY PRE-PROCESSING IN Pij

In preparation for the Pij tracking and collision-probability
calculations, the case geometry must be processed and reduced to a foim
i ha i enables efficient calculations. As well, a number of tests are
pei formed on the data to detect problems in cell specifications in the usei
i nput.

The first stage in the pre-processing is to calculate quantities
about the rod arrays (defined according to the "ARRAY" and "RODSUB" cards
in the case input). Rod radial and azimuthal subdivisions are converted
into an ordering that enables easiei analysis during tracking. The
definitions of the layouts of symmetric rods In the "ARRAY" cards are
expanded to a unique specification of the location and type of each Lod.
Based on rod locations and the cell symmetry factor, the possible
lot lection of rod angular coordinates is calculated. To complete the tod
pre-processing, a test is made to check that no rods overlap, since rod

will not be treated in Pij.

Following the calculation of parameters for the rods, the areas of
(he annular geometry segments are calculated. The calculation of the area
of annular geometry segments is complicated by the generalizations that
have bee» made in the Pij geometries: atinuli may be overlapped by rods,
annuli may be subdivided azimuthally into sectors, and, in t'.e most recent
version of UIMS-AECL, "annular" geometry has been extended to allow
explicit representation of squares and hexagons. In the following
discussion, the word "annulus" within quotation marks refers to the
generalized representation of circles, hexagons or squares, whereas the
word annulus without quotation marks refers to actual circular geometry
e 1 emen t.s .

In the original VIMS received from Winfrith [Ij, only arrays of
rods and un-sectored annul! were treated, and the area calculations were
not complex and could be handled analytically. When the geometric
capabilities of Pij in WIMS-AECL were extended to allow annuli *o be
sectored, the placement of annuli sector divisions was limited to those
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ih.it cither bisected rods or did not intersect rods, so that area
initiation could still be carried out analytically.

mice square and hexagonal geometry was added to Pij, analytical
• .11. ii Lit inn of areas was still possible in principle, but was no longer
l>i .tc! K M L , and explicit numerical integration of "annular" geometry element
• Mea.s was implemented. Some of the area calculations could have still been
..n Mod out analytically for simple cases, but it is preferred to have a
•; ingle consistent approach when code testing and maintenance are
. .insii leted. The area integrations are performed in polar geometry:

B2
Element area = 0.5 / [ ROut(<9)

2 - Rin(0)2 ] dd

..•ht:ii: fli and 82 are the low and high azimuthal limits of the segment
being calculated, and

R i n(0) and R o u t(9) are calculated based on the inner and outer
geometry of the "annular" element being integrated (circular,
hexagonal or square) and the limits of rod elements. The radial
distances to the sides of the polygons are calculated from the
intersection of a line at angle 7 = 8 modulo 2fl"/Nsides with a
polygon side.

The "annular" element areas are calculated in two stages to
.•• 1 i,.|i) i f y the treatment of the overlayed rod elements. The first stage of
Hi" "annular" area calculations is integration of the area of each of the
".iniiulai" sectors in each "annulus", without consideration of the areas
•.-.:> liultid by rods. The second stage of the "annular" area calculations is
..11I1! 1 ac t ion of the area of the rods from each of the "annular" elements as
i p l ' i !>[>t i a t e .

The numerical method used to perform the area integrations is the
i.ADKK algorithm [11]. During the development of this part of WIMS-AECL,
iimiitJi ical problems were encountered, characterized by discontinuities and
:• ingulaiities. These problems are associated with the behaviour of the
integrand when straight lines intersect circles, especially in nearly
tangential cases. A number of approaches were tried, and CADRE was
,elected based on (a) its ability to reliably treat the difficulties,
(Ii) >'omputat ional efficiency, and (c) public-domain availability. A
iniiiitM i cal integration relative tolerance of 2 X 10"5 was found to result in
1^liable results and reasonable computation times. Following the
integration of the overlayed area in all the "annular" sectors due to a
1od, the total integrated area is compared with the actual rod area. A
illative accuracy of 10"4 is considered acceptable, and the user is warned
it the tolerance is not met.

A side benefit of the transition to explicit numerical integration
of "annular" segment areas was that azimuthal "annular" subdivisions could
imw be placed generally, without consideration of rod placement. Overall,
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ho. .Kid it ion of square and hexagonal geometry, and the numerical
111 t-gj .11 ion oi segment areas has increased the execution times required fot
i c -pi u. (i'-.s i ng the case geometry for Pij by a factor of about tvo, but this
iicif.r;;: has a small overall impact on VIMS-AECL cases, as the fractional
inn- in> II.MS« is small. This can be seen in the relative times spent in
lie phases of a typical Pij calculation. For example, in the four-by-four

pin case analysed in Section 5.2, the geometry pre-processing required
i.l s, tracking 7.0 s, integration of each of 16 groups 5.3 s, and solution
oi ihe collision equations 150 s.

The generalization of the placement of "annular" sector
subdivisions has not been extended to the other portion of WIMS-AECL
processing that information. Annulus sector subdivision information is
used in the calculation of total material and spectral-type volumes, tor
use in the resonance treatment and condensation spectrum calculation. It
was decided that the detailed calculation of the segment areas in complex
geometries was not justified in these portions of WIMS, and so sector
subdivisions that cross rods are approximated as bisecting the rods. The
normal situation where this problem will arise is in coolant mesh
;,uli<i i visions between rods, and this approximation will preserve total
coolant volumes. In practical cases, this approximation in the calculation
of particular sector areas should not have a significant effect on the
lesonance treatment or condensation spectrum.

Following the calculation of cell element areas, mesh numbers are
associated with the geometric elements. In a cell containing only arrays
of single rods and having full rotational symmetry, there would be a one-
to-one correspondence between the geometry elements and mesh numbers. In
most calculations, however, some level of azimuthal symmetry would be
present and a cell symmetry greater than one would be used, and symmetric
geometric elements are assigned the same mesh numbers.

i.2 TRACKING OF CELL GEOMETRY

Collision probabilities in two-dimensional cells are calculated by
averaging collision probabilities over a series of lines constructed in the
lattice cell geometry. The tracking calculation in the Pij module is
carried out by constructing lines through the cell, and calculating track
lengths and mesh numbers along them. The placement of the lines in the
tracking mesh is determined by the number of lines and angles as follows:

- Tracking line centres are placed at equal radial increments within
the radial limits defined by the "LINES" card, or, if "LINES"
cards are not used, between the cell centre and the outer limit of
the cell being analysed. The number of tracking line radial
positions is equal to the "number of lines" on the data cards.

- At each radial position, tracking line centres are placed at the
"number of angles" defined by the data cards. Tracking-line
centres will be placed at equal angular increments within a sector
of width 4jr/Nsymm where Nsymra is the cell symmetry factor
(however, the sector width is 2* if N s y m m is equal to 1).
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- The azimuthai region of the tracking-line centres is centred on
(lie midline of the cell symmetry sector. If the "SYMMETRY" caid
i', used, t ho symmetry sector is as specified; otherwise, the
•.ynimeuy sectoi begins at 0 and extends to 2T/N s y m m.

.-.ii«-i ilit: centre of eacli tracking line is defined, each line is constructed

.ii ihf specified angle and radius, normal to the radial direction. For
IM(h line, the intersection points and mesh numbers are calculated between
the (tacking line and cell subdivisions. The sequence of opt^aiions
win icil out is as follows:

- Calculate intersections with "annular" geometric subdivisions,
including "annular" sectors. Results of this calculation are
stored in a "record" of intersection points and mesh point
numbers.

- Calculate intersections with "rod" geometric subdivisions.
Results of each rod calculation are merged into the "record" of
intersection points and mesh point numbers.

Tracking in the "annular" geometry is carried out by calculating
the intersections with the outer boundaries and sector subdivisions of each
"annulus". By proceeding from the outermost "annulus" inwards, the
ilack ing "record" may be built up by successive merging of the new
i ii IOL ma t ion with the existing data. Tracking for circles, hexagons and
.quaies are handled in individual routines. Intersections between the
tia<king line and the circle perimeter and sector subdivisions within the
ciido are relatively straightforward geometric problems. As well, within
lu-xagons and squares, the intersections between tracking lines and sectoi
..IIIKI ivisions are straightforward. The intersections with each side of
squares and hexagons are calculated separately.

Tracking in the rod geometries is carried out in a similar fashion
in that in annular geometry, although there are complications because of
i <>d placement. To simplify the rod tracking, temporary rod coordinates are
calculated by rotation of the defined coordinates through the tracking line
angle. With these rotated rod coordinates, it is straightforward to
determine if a tracking line will intersect a particular rod. The tracking
alculation within a rod must account for the change in angular coordinates
because of the tracking-line angle being based on a fixed direction, while
:.;ector divisions within a rod are based on the outward normal. As well,
piovision must be made for the potential reversal of rod angular
.:ooidinates in cases with reflective cell symmetry.

Following the completion of each tracking line "record", the
i. fecord is converted from intersection points to incremental track lengths
and written to a file, to be read and used in the collision-probability
i ntegrat ion.

5.3 INTEGRATION OF COLLISION PROBABILITIES

The collision probabilities are calculated using the standard
equations for two-dimensional geometry, defined in Appendices 2 and 3 of
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Kefeieiue 4. The basic operations are sums and products of the third-
ly < 11 • i Hick ley function, Ki3(Tx). Ti are optical thicknesses, the sums of
<;,:-:,, '.'licit o^ are microscopic material transport cross sections and x-, are
iiacl.- liMigilis. Fast and accurate evaluation of the Bickley function is
l hi- kcr1; < omputat ional problem in this calculation, and the methods used in
WIMS-AliCL have effectively solved this. Following a suggestion on a method
<>1 spoiling up the evaluation [12], a 2500-point second-order Chebyshev
polynomial interpolation is used. This method of calculation has had a
significant beneficial impact on the cost of performing complex two-
dimensional calculations with Pij.

S.4 SOLUTION OF COLLISION PROBABILITIES

The original method of solution of the collision-probability
equations in WIMS-AECL was by simple over-relaxation. This method was
acceptable for cases with relatively few mesh points and in problems with
good convergence, but it was found to be quite slow and have very poor
convergence properties for many larger cases. The power iteration method
was implemented in WIMS-AECL by the Group d'Analyse Nuclear [13], and the
solution times are now considerably faster than the original method of
solution in VIMS.

4. TESTING OF UIMS SQUARE AND HEXAGONAL
LATTICE ANALYSES

A range of numerical tests was carried out to verify the WIMS-AECL
calculations with square and hexagonal geometry calculations- The basic
tests involved calculation of equivalent circular, hexagonal and square
cells, and indicated correct performance. The second test of the
extensions to UIMS-AECL was made through comparisons against other
calculated results of a numerical benchmark involving a four-by-four LWR
assembly.

4.1 VERIFICATION OF SQUARE AND HEXAGONAL ANALYSIS
OF SIMPLE CELLS

The area integration calculations were tested for progressively
more complex cells to verify proper operation. Comparisons of calculations
for relatively simple arrangements with analytical results indicated proper
results, usually correct to the integration tolerance used, 2 x 10"5. The
results remained reliable for more complex geometries, although there were
pioblems detected in the integration of the discontinuities where sector
subdivisions or polygon edges traverse rods. In spite of the integration
problems, the calculated areas remained very usable and would not cause
significant problems in practical work.

The verification of the correct operation of the tracking routine
can be performed by graphing the results of the tracking calculations,
indicating the positions calculated for intersections between tracking
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Jim:.-. .iJiii mesh boundaries, and the mesh numbering along tlie tracking line
.- t -j.'. iin-i 11 . The geometry of a simple hexagonal test cell is shown in
li>;iiif -., .UKI the Lesults of tracking in that cell are shown in Figure b.
Tlu- i<-'.uli:. in Figure 5 indicate that UIMS-AECL properly determines the
IIM.II iwir. .,i geometiy element boundaries in this case, as the marked point:
. ..i i <--,pi>iKi to the cell geometry divisions and the mesh numbering is
• "i it*ri. Moie complex and detailed tests were made of the tracking
- 111 ii I ations and indicated proper code performance.

/ \

FIGURE A: Cell Geometry of Case Used to Test Hexagonal Tracking

Since the treatment of the new geometric options does not affect
ihit operation of WIMS-AECL beyond the tracking stage of the Pij
,i leu la i ion, it is not strictly necessary to verify code performance beyond
[liar point. In practice, it must be done to ensure that problems due to
;jide effects have not been introduced into the code. Tests were also
idiried out to verify that the reactor physics results for equivalent
•• iictildr, hexagonal and square cells (equal moderator volume) were
consistent. The equivalent cells were in very good agreement, as would be
^.-peered given that this is a widely used approximation for simple pin-cell
hit tices.
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FIGURE 5: Tracking Line Intersection Points and
Mesh Numbers Calculated by Pij

4.2 VERIFICATION OF SQUARE LATTICE CAPABILITY IN
BURNABLE POISON BENCHMARK

A numerical benchmark lattice that has been used in International
code comparisons [14] vas analysed to compare the performance of the
square lattice cell calculations in WIMS-AECL. The numerical benchmark
lattice is a simplified boiling LWR lattice with 14 unpoisoned fuel pins
and 2 adjacent poisoned fuel pins. The neutron poison used was
3 vt% Gd2O3. The problem, described in detail in Reference 9, specified
that results be reported in 1 GW«d/t steps up to 10 GW»d/t.

In the results of the various calculations for this benchmark, a
number at points must be born in mind: (a) the problem specification was
in terms of material compositions, and so no two calculations used the same
basic nuclear data, or neutron energy group structures; and (b) a range of
solution methods was used from diffusion theory to transport solutions of
ihe full assembly. Of the ten solutions, four were diffusion theory
assembly calculations, four were various levels of coupled pin-cell
calculations, and two were transport solutions of the full assembly
geometry - these two solutions are the most relevant to the WIMS-AECL Pij
results. The ten different solutions have a significant spread in results,
and no single result can be taken as the "most correct". In general,
however, the two transport solutions are considered the most rigorous.
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FIGURE 6: Geometric Subdivisions used in Four-by-Four
Assembly Benchmark

The variation of the calculated koo during the burnup calculations
by UIMS-AECL and the average of the other calculations are shown in
Figure 7. The apparent differences between the WIMS-AECL and the other
results between 0 and 1 GW*d/t are due to the lack of tabulated results foi
the other calculations in that time period, while the initial fission-
product transient in UIMS-AECL is shown. The WIMS-AECL results are in best
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agreement with the other results at high and low exposures, suggesting that
at least part of the discrepancy is due to the detailed exposure of the Gd
isotopes. The results of the calculations with WIMS-AECL are in reasonable
agreement with the other results, considering the standard deviation of the
other results.

The variation in the relative pin power in the burnable poison pin
with hurnup is shown in Figure 8. The results indicate that the WIMS-AECL
calculation are in good agreement with the results of the other
calculat ions.

The variation in the relative pin power in pin number 4 (the UO2
pin farthest away from the burnable poison pin) is shown in Figure 9. The
UIMS-AECL results are in good agreement with the other calculations for
exposures greater than about 3 GW*d/t, but there appears to be a
discrepancy with the results of the other calculations at 0 and 2 GW»d/t.
The WIMS-AECL result for the 0 GU»d/t point is 1.143, while the mean result
tor the other ten calculations is 1.163 ± 0.008. Since eight of the ten
other calculations were not full assembly transport solutions as in
WIMS-AECL, it is important to place more weight on the two transport
results.
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One of the two transport calculations was by Monte Carlo methods,
and was calculated to a reported precision of between 0.0018 and 0.0027 in
koo. Although the precision in the Monte Carlo calculated pin powers was
not reported, it is expected that they would be of the order cf 2%, given
the precision in kco (using a rule of thumb that the accuracy of local
quantities is about ten times worse than of koo). The average initial power
for pin 4 in the two transport calculations was 1.156, and the precision of
this average can be estimated from the standard deviation of the two
transport results at the first three burnup points, 0.8%. Given the
precision of the other two transport results, the discrepancy between the
UIMS-AECL result and them, of 1.1%, is not significant.

Other calculated quantities, such as the 235U, 155Gd and 157Gd
isotope depletion, were compared with the other calculations and no
significant discrepancies were found.

In summary, there is reasonable agreement between the WIMS-AECL
results and those of other codes in the analysis of the four-by-four
burnable poison benchmark. The calculated koo and power in the poisoned pin
were in good agreement with the mean of other calculations. The calculated
power in the fuel pin farthest from the poisoned pins showed greater
discrepancies, but the WIMS-AECL result was consistent with the results of
the other two transport calculations.

5. CONCLUSION

WIMS-AECL has been modified to analyze hexagonal and square
lattice cells. This capability extends the range of application of cell
calculations using WIMS-AECL, within the existing structure of the code.
Tests carried out indicated proper code performance, and agreement with
other lattice cell calculations in an LWR assembly benchmark calculation.
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